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The intent of this Treadstone 71 intelligence brief is to discuss at
a high level, the acquisition of materials by Syrian Nationals to
assist in the manufacturing of ballistic protection wear. They
current war in Syria has led to the Syrian government seeking to
acquire ready-made ballistic vests as well as the capability to
make their own. Treadstone 71 will provide links to all source
documents for third party analysis as required.
Much has been said about the Syrian Electronic Army (SEA), most by SEA leadership. Analysis by Intel
Crawler targeted SEA leadership documenting their comments, movements and exploits. This report
focuses on one particular foot soldier in the SEA and his efforts to
acquire and manufacture ballistic protective gear.
The process started in February of 2013 where an individual under the
online name of Kasser Kfrkttari began establishing a cyber-persona
used to create a trading and purchasing platform for certain goods
from foreign entities. Kasser created Hotmail, LinkedIn, Facebook,
4shared, AliExpress and Tradekey (for buying in China), and Skype Figure 1 Clothing Cones
sock puppets while also signing a petition at change.org supporting
the Iranian governments complaint against satellite signal blockage. Kasser Kfkttari, AKA Munir Yousef
Safaf tends to communicate on Facebook in Turkish, English when engaging potential suppliers, and Arabic
occasionally during other communications. Treadstone 71 has been unable at this time to confirm the
identity of Munir (Monir) Yousef Safaf (ae.linkedin.com/pub/monir-yousef-safaf/63/792/a34) and may in
fact be Ahmad Muhammad AlYousef.
Kasser established accounts on AliExpress, a trading (buy/sell) service through AliBaba to target sellers of
the following goods:
-

Clothing cones

-

Various types of cloth

-

Acrylic fiber
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-

Rapeseed oil

-

Carbon black

-

Iron oxide

Kasser also received quotes from mens and womens silk panties,
powdered baby milk, extra virgin olive oil, awnings and other textiles.
But it is the first list that causes some concern and investigation. Figure 2 Dark Brown Gold Wire
Kasser submitted multiple requests for scores of metric tons of material to be priced as if being sent to
Latakia, Syria. Most vendors were quite happy to provide quotes (see the associated data library for all raw
files and documents). The quotes were for cost, insurance and freight (CIF) in U.S. dollars. (Treadstone 71
has found requests by Adam MaqdisSi for special ink used in counterfeiting and Syria/Iran have been
involved in counterfeiting U.S. dollars as early as 1996. The website referenced and email address queried
for the special ink has since been removed. This is for a different report).
This list of items represents many of the tools and materials needed to manufacture body armor and/or
ballistic clothing. VICE news reported https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fGne0U082KE (published
January 1, 2014) that Germany was sending hundreds of bullet proof vests to Syria. Such a report may have
derailed direct purchasing of the vests prompting a faster acquisition of materials for local manufacturing.
Kasser did contact Leison (www.leison911.com) for ballistic vests receiving a quote (10/21/2013) from
sales116@leison911.com signed by Lindsey Lin. Kasser has also been in contact with ‘Karen’ from RongyiBodyArmor http://www.bodyarmor-rongyi.com/ as evidenced by communications acquired by Treadstone
71. This included quotes from Rongyi for UHMWPE (ultra high molecular weight polyethylene) yarn used
for weaving ballistic fabric into finished products such as bullet proof vests, balllistic helmets, and body
armor plates.
To assist in the setup of the factory, Kasser enlisted the assistance of the Shahin Brothers company out of
Aleppo to procure parts and machinery from Germany. A used textile machinery Trutzschler complete
Blowroom line seems to have been purchased through Shahin as well as other parts. Acquisition of the
materials such as the clothing cones, various types of cloth, acrylic fiber, rapeseed oil, carbon black, iron
oxide, and UHMWPE from various vendors around the world (Vietnam, South Africa, Pakistan, Germany,
India, and China) through distributed channels makes it very difficult to track. Treadstone 71 was able to
access information making the analysis and linkages much easier.
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Muhammad

Yousef

(may1965@yahoo.com) sent a
single

email

to

altajco@hotmail.com

(alias

Kasser) on October 2, 2013.
jabell@mail.sy was also copied
on this email.
(Chahin)
facilited
acquisition
The

The Shahin

Brothers
the

Trutzschler

blowroom

assumption

also

of

line.
this

particular order in October Figure 3 Email attachment from Muhammad Yousef
2013 is to further facilitate the
facility build out. The ties betweeen Muhammad Yousef and Kasser are as yet unknown. Both are reportedly
from Syria.
Treadstone 71 was able to acquire passport and visa information about Muhammad Yousef (Ahmad Yousef)
as verified below. The images are three including AlYousef’s UAE visa. In addition, Mr. AlYousef applied
for a visa to Russia from his
residence

AlYousef

in

has

Dubai.

had

great

difficulty in finding work in
Dubai yet holds certificates in
several IT areas (raw data).

Figure 4 Ahmad AlYousef Syrian Passport
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Further

analysis

of

AlYousef

led

to

information on his use of
the

email

address:

dralve.gonzales@gmail.com. Access to information
relative

to

dralve.gonzales@gmail.com

and

d.r.a.l.v.e@hotmail.com indicate a relationship to
Liliya Rodenko of Saint Petersburg, Russia. Further analysis demostrates that Liliya Rodenko is actually
Natalia Kara of the Ukraine.
Natalia and AlYousef have worked together in Dubai for Movenpick.
Western governments have reportedly been sending arms and material including bullet proof vests to
Syrian rebels. In an effort to counter ‘one’ of the opposition groups, they Syrian government has established
a program to both acquire and manufacture ballistic protective gear for its soldiers. This brief and the
corresponding raw data demonstrated the methods for acquisition, port of entry, and countries involved in
providing the government with the appropriate tools and materials. For additional information, please
review the associated raw data. Details on phone and fax numbers, pricing, contacts, email addresses,
physical addresses and bills of lading are included.
Treadstone 71

NOTE: Treadstone 71 makes every effort possible to eliminate the potential exposure of friendly cyber personas.
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Raw material list:
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https://www.treadstone71.com
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